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INTRODUCTION 
Inductive definitions have played a central role in the foundations of 
mathematics for over a century. They were used in the 1970s as the 
backbone of one major generalization of Recursive Function Theory 
(Moschovakis, 1974; Aczel, 1977). In recent years the relevance of 
inductive definitions (in particular over finite structures) to Database 
Theory, to Descriptive Computational Complexity, and to Logics of 
programs has been recognized. 
A seminal paper on inductive definitions in Database Theory is Chandra 
and Hare1 (1982), where they define a hierarchy of queries over finite 
structures, within which minor steps (successor ordinals) correspond to 
first-order quantifier alternations, and major steps (limit ordinals) 
correspond to uses of lixpoints. They left open the question of whether the 
hierarchy remains strict above the first major step (level w). This problem 
was answered in the negative by Immerman (1986). Since the collection of 
first-order lixpoint queries over finite structures is closed under composi- 
tion and first-order operations other than negation (Moschovakis, 1974), 
the main component of Immerman’s solution was 
THEOREM A (Immerman, 1986). The complement of afixpoint query is 
equivalent, over finite structures, to a jixpoint query. 
A connection was also discovered between inductive definability and 
computational complexity. Particularly striking in its elegance and 
simplicity is 
THEOREM B (Immerman, 1986; Vardi, 1982). The polynomial time 
queries over ordered structures are precisely the inductive closures of systems 
of positive first-order operators. 
This equivalence proves the fundamental nature of polynomial time 
computability, and leads one to view inductive definability over finite 
structures as a generalization of PTime, from ordered structures to 
arbitrary (finite) structures. 
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In general, any operator @ has an inductive closure obtained as the union 
of the increasing chain @I = Df U e < a @[ae;]. The classical theory of induc- 
tive definability has traditionally focused on monotone operators because 
their inductive closure is their minimal fixpoint, a crucial property for 
algebraic and model theoretic applications. (Technical notions are defined 
in Section 1 below.) The theory was developed primarily for positive 
operators mainly because, over the natural numbers, positive induction has 
an attractive theory that clarifies the recursion theoretic analogies between 
Cy and Z7: relations on w  (see Aczel, 1977; Moschovakis, 1974). Also, a 
first-order operator which is monotone on all structures must be positive 
(Lyndon’s Theorem, see, e.g., Chang and Keisler, 1973), perhaps naturally 
leading to the early focus on positive operators (even though on certain 
individual structures, e.g., ow, monotone lixpoints are more general than 
positive fixpoints). However, a first-order operator may be monotone over 
all finite structures while failing to be positive (Ajtai and Gurevich, 1988). 
The restriction to positive operators is therefore less natural in the context 
of computer science (Livchak, 1983; Gurevich, 1984). A natural question is 
then whether Theorem A remains true for the broader class of inductive 
closures. A positive answer follows from Theorem A and the following 
result of Gurevich and Shelah. Let FO denote first-order logic, and let 
FO + LFP be first-order logic enriched with simultaneous fixpoints of 
operators defined by positive formulas. 
THEOREM C (Gurevich and Shelah, 1986). Zf an operator over finite 
structures is definable in FO + LFP, then its inductive closure is also 
definable in FO + LFP. 
Gurevich and Saharon (1986) also derive Theorem A from Theorem C. 
Theorem C demonstrates the strong stability of the notion of inductive 
definability over finite structures. This stability, aside from being 
reassuring, is also somewhat surprising: in important respects Finite Model 
Theory is less well behaved than unrestricted Model Theory (for instance, 
the first-order formulas valid in all finite models do not form a recursively 
enumerated set (Trakhtenbrot, 1950)), whereas here we find the opposite. 
The importance of Theorem C has been manifested by the rapid discovery 
of its applications, in particular in relation to the use of negation in logic 
programs and database languages (see, e.g., Kolaitis and Papadimitriou, 
1988; Abiteboul and Vianu, 1988). 
We give an alternative proof of Theorem C, with several gains. The most 
obvious one is simplicity. The method of proof in (Gurevich and Shelah, 
1986) builds on Aczel’s proof of Moschovakis’s Stage Comparison 
Theorem (Moschovakis, 1969, 1974; Aczel, 1977), and much of the effort 
there stems from the adaptation of an argument that works for all 
structures, not only for finite ones. Our construction uses the finiteness of 
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structures from the outset and is considerably simpler. Moreover, our 
construction yields directly both Theorem C and Theorem A. 
Also, the proof in (Gurevich and Shelah, 1986) yields, for an operator q, 
a positive @ with the same inductive closure over finite structures, where (7, 
is defined from cp using positive occurrences of both 3 and V. Our 
construction makes do with 3. (Note, however, that this does not imply the 
elimination of positive occurrences of V already present in cp.) 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Inductive Closure of Global Operators 
Let U be a set, F: @(U) + .P”( U) an operator over the collection Pk( U) 
of k-ary relations over U. Let F co] =DfO, F[‘+” =DfFIFCil]. F is inductive 
if FC’+‘I 3 FCil for all i. If U has n < cc elements, and F is inductive, then - 
FCi+‘l = FC” for some j<nk, and Fx =,,-F [j1 is the inductive closure of F. 
We write IFI for the first j for which Fcjl = F”, if such a j exists, IFI = o 
otherwise. 
Examples of inductive operators are the monotone operators and the 
inflationary operators. F is monotone if R E R’ implies F[ R] c F[R’]. The 
inductive closure of a monotone operator F is its least lixpoint: if 
F[R] = R then R 1 FCil for all i (by induction on i), so R 2 Fm. F is 
inflationary if F[R] 2 R. For any operator F, the cumulative closure of F, 
defined by 
Fcum[R] =D,FIRI u R 
is inflationary. Clearly, if F is inductive then (Fcum), = F”, and if F is 
inflationary then F”“” = F. 
The inductive closure, F”, of an arbitrary operator F can be defined as 
the union of the increasing chain F<‘) = Df uj< i F[F(“‘], If F is inductive, 
then FCil = F<‘> (by induction on i), so this definition agrees with the pre- 
vious one. Note that F(‘> = (FCUm)[i3; hence F” = (Fcum), for every F, i.e., 
every inductive closure is the inductive closure of an inflationary operator. 
Let % be a collection of structures. A global (k-ary) relation over %’ is a 
mapping Q, that assigns to each structure Y E V a (k-ary) relation @” over 
the universe JYI of Y (Tarski, 1952; Blass and Gurevich, 1986; Gurevich, 
1987). A global (k-ary) operator over V is a mapping 0 that assigns to each 
structure Y Eg an operator over k-ary relations over 191. If P is a 
property of relations, we say that @ is P if @” is P for each YE%?. The 
inductive closure Grn of @ is the global relation over %’ determined by 
(CD”)” =D,(@y)=? 
Let L be a language extending propositional logic. An occurrence of an 
identifier in an L-formula cp is negative ii it is in the scope of an odd 
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number of negations (where each implication a + /I is read as TCI v fl). 
A relational identifier R is positive in cp if cp has no negative occurrences 
of R. We call a language L monotone if 
1. L is closed under first-order operations; and 
2. for every L-formula cp and relational identifier R positive in cp, the 
formula Vi. (P(i) + Q(s)) + (p[P/R] + rp[Q/R] is valid in every 
structure for L. (P and Q are relational variables not free in cp, 
with arity(P) = arity(Q) = arity(R).) 
For example, first-order logic FO, second-order logic, o-order logic, and 
FO + LFP (as defined in the Introduction) are monotone, whereas FO + 
the quantifier “there are finitely many” is not monotone. An operator 
defined by an L-formula is an L-operator. For the rest of the paper L is an 
arbitrary monotone language. 
If 9? consists only of structures of some vocabulary cr, and cp is an 
L-formula over c, all of whose free variables are among x1 ... xk 
(abbreviated as a), then G-. cp is a global k-ary relation over %‘. Namely, for 
each Y E %‘, 
(Ai.ql)y= {aE lYlk : Y, [a/a] + cp}. 
If’ R 4 cr is a k-ary relational identifier, and cp is an L-formula over the 
vocabulary (r u {R), all of whose free variables are among i2, then 1.C. cp is 
a global k-ary operator over %?: for Y E V and R G IYI k 
(Xcp)“[R] = (2 : (9, R), [k/al I= q}. 
(Here (Y, R) is the expansion of Y to the vocabulary (T u (R}, with R 
interpreted as R.) If R is positive in cp, we say that the global operator 
k2.q is positive. Every positive L-operator is monotone, because L is 
assumed to be a monotone language. 
1.2. Simultaneous Fixpoints 
One may consider operators over 
Pk./( U) = Of 9’“( U) x 2-q U), 
rather than over gk( U), as above. Such operators are pairs (F,, F2), 
where 
F, : pk.‘(U) + Yk( U) and F2 : gk,‘( U) + p’(U). 
We call these bi-operators. Bi-operators are the paradigm of the more 
general multi-operators, over Cartesian products ni Yk’( U). Everything we 
say about bi-operators generalizes straightforwardly to multi-operators. 
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For F as above, one defines the sequence of pairs of relations 
F[ol E @co] f’col) =of (0 0) FL’+‘] E (#‘+‘I, F$‘+‘l) =DfFIFbl] F 
is inductiv: if’thts sequence is increasing: Fi’+‘I 2 Pi” and Fii+ll 1 F:“, for 
all i. If U has n < cc elements, and F is inductive, then Fci+13 = FE” for 
some j d nk+t, and F” = (FT, F,” ) ADfFCjl is a fixpoint of F, which we 
call the inductive closure of F. We say that F;Z and F,” are defined by 
simultaneous induction (on F). Just as for simple operators, we define 
monotone bi-operators and infhztionury bi-operators. Again, both monotone 
and inflationary bi-operators are inductive, and the inductive closure of a 
monotone bi-operator is its least fixpoint. 
A global ((k, I)-ary) bi-operator over a class of structures V is a mapping 
@ = (@, , &) that assigns to each YE %? a bi-operator @’ = (@y, @y) 
over Pk./( I,YI ). If P is a property of bi-operators, then we say that @ is P 
if @” is P for each Y E %?. 
For example, suppose that % consists of a-structures, and cpi and rp, are 
first-order formulas in the vocabulary rr u {R, Q}, with R and Q positive 
in cp, and (p2, with the variables free in cp i among 9 = ( y, , . . . . yk), and the 
variables free in (p2 among i - (z , , . . . . z,). Then the bi-operator (R, Q ) H 
(1~j.c~~ [R/R, Q/Q], X.cp, [R/R, Q/Q]) is monotone. Again, we dub such 
global operators positive. 
Operators defined by simultaneous induction are well known to be 
already definable as inductive closures of simple operators, provided some 
means are available for “gluing together” relations (see, e.g., Moschovakis, 
1974). For simplicity, assume that our bi-operators all have arity (k, 1) 
with 1= k. This is no loss of generality, since the general case reduces to 
this one by padding and projection; alternatively, the discussion below 
needs only minor modifications to apply to the general case. Call a class V 
of finite structures discriminating (via constant identtfiers c, d) if the 
structures therein are over a vocabulary with distinct constant identifiers 
c, d, and c.~ #d’/ for every Y E %Y. 
LEMMA 1 (Simultaneous induction with constants). Let 9 be u dis- 
criminating class of structures. Let @ = (@,, Q2) be a (k, k)-ary inductive 
global bi-operator over %?. There is a (k+l)-ary inductive global operator Y, 
defined from CD and = using only disjunction and conjunction, and such that 
@;“(a) = !Poo(c, fi) for some constant c. 
In particular, tf @J is defined by a positive formula then so is !P. 
Proof Assume 9 is discriminating via constant identifiers c, d. Let 
!P[R](z, ti) -n/ z = c A @, [At?. R(c, d), Z.R(d, i?)](C) 
v z = d A Q2 [AC. R(c, ti), AC. R(d, v^)](ti). 
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Then, by induction on i, Ycil(c, ti) ++ @ii](ti), and Yril(d, a) ++ @$‘l(ti). So 
CD;“(G) = !F(c, 22). 1 
LEMMA 2 (Simultaneous induction without constants). Let %? be u class 
of structures, in each one of which there are at least tw)o elements. Let @ = 
(Q1, Qz > be a (k, k >-ary inductive global hi-operator over (8%‘. There is a 
(k+3)-ary inductive global operator !P, definedfrom @, =, and # using onl-v 
disjunction and conjunction, and such that @y(u) E 3x, z. !F(x, x, z, ii). 
In particular, if @ is defined by a positive formula then so is Y. 
Proof: Let 
Y[R](x, y, z, 6) gDf‘ x= y#z A CD, [AB.R(x, y, z, ti), AB.R(x, z, y, 6)](u) 
v x = z # y A Q2 [Z.R(x, z, y, d), E.R(x, y, z, z?)](u). 
The proof is concluded as for Lemma 1. i 
Moschovakis’s (1974) exposition is free of distinctions as in the lemmas 
above, because the operators referred to there allow structure elements as 
parameters. Immerman (1986, Lemma 4.1) proves Lemma 2 using only two 
extra variables, but with quantified formulas as relational substitutions. 
1.3. Composition 
The method used above for combining simultaneous lixpoints into single 
fixpoints can be used to compose lixpoints. Suppose one is given 
@[R, P](u), with arity(R) = arity( P) = arity( ti). Given any structure and 
interpretation P for P therein, @CR, P](G) (as an operator on R) has an 
inductive closure @“[PI. In particular, if P = Illi. Ym( 6) for some operator 
Y[Q](l;), we have the composition @“[Ym]. 
LEMMA 3 (Composition (Moschovakis, 1974)). Let %7 be a class oj 
structures of size 22. Let @ and Y be as above. Then there is an operator 
E[S](a), defined from @ and Y using only operator application, equality, 
A , and v , such that @ 7 [ Y” ] is equivalent, over W, to an instance of 3”“. 
In particular, tf @ and Y are positive ,jirst-order then so is E. 
Proof. Suppose @? is a discriminating class of structures via c, d. Define 
Z[S](z, e) --of z= c A @[hi.S(c, a)](o) 
v z=d A Y[X.S(d, a), XS(c, u)](G). 
We claim that E”“(d, 0) E YK’[@“](fi). 
By induction on m, Zrml(c, 0) = @t”l(fi). Since @Cm] s @“‘, and @ and Y 
are positive, this implies (again by induction on m) @“l(d, 6) -+ 
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Yt”‘[@“](fi). But YcM1[R] c ‘P[R] for all R, so E[“](d, li)-+ 
Yoo[@“](fi), for all m, whence E”“(d, fi)+ !P[@“](fi), proving the 
forward direction of the claim. 
For the converse, assume !PIOxl](ti), that is Y~[Ot”‘l](S), where 
m = (@I. Then, for some n, Yc”‘[@t”]](fi). By induction on n, this implies 
Ecm+nl(d, z?), and so E”(d, 6). 
If 9 is not discriminating, the definition of E is modified as in the proof 
of Lemma 2. 1 
A corollary of the Composition Lemma is 
LEMMA 4. The class of positive fixpoints is closed under conjunction, 
disjunction, and quantification. 
Proof. The operations listed are trivially defined as positive fixpoints. 
For instance, Ili.3xQ(x, i) = @[‘] E @“, where @[RI = YxQ(x, ti) (here @ 
has a constant value: there is no occurrence of R). Hence the Composition 
Lemma applies. fi 
2. POSITIVE INDUCTIVE DEFINABILITY 
OF STAGE COMPARISON RELATIONS 
In this section we prove the following refinement of Theorem C. 
THEOREM I. Let V be a class of structures. Suppose CD is an inductive 
global L-operator over 9?, whose inductive closure is reached after finitely 
many stages in every structure in W. Then ~3” is definable as the diagonal of 
a relation defined by simultaneous induction on a positive global L-multi- 
operator Y. 
Moreover, Y is defined from @ using only operator-application, boolean 
operations, and positive occurrences of 3. In particular, tf @ is defined by a 
first-order formula with no positive occurrence of 3 nor negative occurrence 
of V (so the prenex form of cp is purely existential), then Y is defined by a 
first-order purely existential positive formula. 
This implies, by Lemmas 1 and 2, 
COROLLARY 5. Let V be a class of finite structures of size 22. If @ is 
an inductive global L-operator over C9, then there is a positive global 
L-operator Y such that @m is defined from Y’” by projection (and 3, if %? 
is not discriminating), and Y is defked,f&n CD as in Theorem I. 
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Let Y be a finite structure, F an inductive k-ary operator over 191. 
F determines a function 
I.21 = I.2’IF=Df 




In infinite structures a lixpoint of a monotone operator F may fail to be 
reached after finite iterations, and one needs to define FC”l =Dj U, < i FLal 
for limit ordinals 2 so as to reach a lixpoint. However, when each element 
of 19’1 has a finite stage in the buildup of F”, as in finite structures, one 
can define properties of a stage from the properties of the predecessor 
stage, which always exists. 
Let @ = E. cp [R] be an inductive global operator over a class w  of 
structures, which closes after finitely many stages over every structure in g. 
Write cp as (p[R, 1 R], where the exhibited form (p[R, Q] is positive in its 
two arguments. To simplify notations, assume that cp defines a unary 
operator (i.e., R is unary and i is a 1-tuple). 
A formula cp [ R, S] with one free variable, x, is regular if Ax. cp [0,0] = 0 
and Ax.rp[U, U] = U (where 0 = false = ,?u.(u # u), and Ur true = 
Au. (24 = 24)). 
LEMMA 6. For every formula (p[R, S] as above there exists a regular 
firmula q’[R, S] such that (p[R, lR]-(p’[R, TR]. 
Proof: Let (p’[R, S](x) =ol ((p[R, S](x) A (R(x) v S(x))) v (R(x) A 
WY)). I 
Let @ = Au. cp be an inductive global L-operator over a class of structures 
%7, which closes after finitely many stages in every structure in q. That is, 
I@“1 < o for all 9’ E V. Consider the following global relations over 59. 
(x 2” y)” =/If I.YI < I,‘1 < ISPI, where I@1 = [&‘I, Izl = 121 Py 
(x =p Jv =o/- l-xl 6 I yl d I@1 
(x -2: y)” =ol‘ IX + 1 = 14’1 d I@1 
t-y K’P YY =Df I4 fe IYI G I@1 
(x e YY =Df I-4 ?s IYI G PI. 
Note that 1x1 < /@I is not required in the last two relations. The notations 
use dots to differentiate between these relations and the common stage 
comparison relations (see Section 3 below). 
THEOREM II. Let @ = Ax. cp be an inductive global L-operator (or multi- 
operator) over a class 9? of structures, whose inductive closure is reached 
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after finitely many stages in every structure in V. There is a positive L-multi- 
operator ‘4, defined by positive existential quantification of propositional 
forms in 4, such that 
Proof of Theorem I. @” = {x:x %V x), by Theorem II, where =$+’ is as 
required. 1 
Proof of Theorem II. Let !P be. the. positive first-order 5-operator whose 
inductive closure, (2, 4, ?, , K, 4 ), satisfies the following fixpoint 
equivalences: 
x 4 y = cp[h 1: y, 124 i: y](x) 
x-&y = lrp[l/h.4 j: X,lh -? x](y) A Ip[Au=g XJU~ x](y) 
x j: y = 32(x & 2 4, y) v cpc0, U](y) 
x7$ y E lcp[lh ;I: y,1h 4 y](x). 
Suppose that I@“[ < CD. We show, for R E { 4, 4, -? i, 2, =$ }, that, for 
all YE@” and all x, 
xRV y iff xRy. (*I 
Note that the finite-stage condition is essential for -? and 2. 
. The multi-operator Y is positive, so its inductive closure ( 4, =& -? i, 
K, 4 ) is its minimal fixpoint. The backward direction of (* ) is therefore 
guaranteed once we verify that (-? (p, 49, -? y, XV, $V) satisfies the 
lixpoint equivalences above. We assume that cp is regular, which by 
Lemma 6 is no loss of generality. The equivalene for -? is immediate. The 
equivalence for =$ is immediate if 1 yl 6 [@I, whereas the case I yl = I@[ + 1 
holds (with both sides empty) by regularity. The equivalence for 4, is 
immediate if 1x1 -C [@I, lyl d l@l; if 1x1 = I@1 the first conjunct fails if 
I yl < I@/, and the second fails if I yl = [@I + 1; if 1x1 = 101 + 1 the first 
conjunct fails by regularity. The remaining two equivalences are similar. 
The forward direction of (* ) is proved by induction on I yl. 
Induction Basis : ) y I = 1. 
R=+ xI:‘py holds for no x, so (*) is true vacuously. 
R = -?: Similar. 
R = 2: Since I yl = 1, cp[0, U](y). Hence the second disjunct of x 2 y 
is true for all x, so (*) holds. 
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Rr=$: If x %Vpy then+ = 1, i.e., cp[B, U](x). By the two cases 
above (J.u -k y) = 0 and (Ilu 4 y) = U, so x 4 y. 
R = 4: If x &‘Py,.then 1x1 > 1, i.e., lcp[0, U](x). As in the last case 
above, this implies x $ y. 
Induction Step : Assume 1 < I y 1 = k + 1 d I @ 1, and that (* ) holds for all x 
and all y with I yl 6 k. 
R E 2 i : Assume x -? ;” y, so 1x( = k. We show both conjuncts in the 
clause for x -? I y. Since 1x1 < 1 yl we. have 1 cp[Izu -k V x, 1 Au -? q x](y), 
i.e. (since 1x1 < /@I), lcp[lriUK'PX, 12~ -?“x](y). By. induc- 
tion assumption, (Au q q x) = (Au 1: x), and (2~ &” x) = (Au K x), SO 
lcp[llU K x, lh ;: x](y). 
Also, I yl < 1x( + 1.. Since y E @“, we have cp[lu %V x, 1Au 4” x](y), 
i.e., .‘p [Au 4 q x, 2~ $ ‘p x](y). Hence, by induction assumption, cp[k 4 x, 
ilu $ x](y). Since both conjuncts of the clause for x -k i y are implied by 
x -? y y, we have (* ). 
R = 2: Since I yl > 1, we have 32 (x =$” z -? ‘f y). We have already 
verified that z -k, y iff z -k ;” .v. Also, by induction assumption, x 4 z iff 
x <q z. So the clause for x -? y is true, and (*) holds. 
R E 2: Similar to the above, with 4 in place of 4. 
RE =$: If x 4q y, then cp[k -kq y, ;lu kq y](x), since 1x1 d l@l. We 
havejustshownthatu1:‘yiffu;:y,anduj:~yiffui:y.Thusx~~, 
and so (* ) holds. 
R E 4: Similar. 1 
3. POSITIVE INDUCTIVE DEFINABILITY 
OF STRONG STAGE COMPARISON RELATIONS 
Let Q, = Ax.cp be an inductive global L-operator over a class V of 
structures, whose inductive closure is reached after finitely many stages in 
every structure in V. Consider the following global relations over ‘Z. 
(x<(p YY =Df 1x1-c IYI 
(x <” yy =D, lxI6lyl A XEQr 
(x <‘f .v).’ =o/ IX + 1 = 1.v 
tx x” Y)” =D/’ Ix1 k IYl 
(.~$‘pv)‘y’ =D, 1x1 4 IyI v x$Qm. 
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These relations, familiar from the general theory of inductive definability 
(Moschovakis, 1974; Aczel, 1977) are analogous to the “dotted” relations 
defined above, except that the second argument, y, of each relation is not 
required to be in @“. The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM III. Let @ = Ix. cp be an inductive global L-operator (or multi- 
operator) over a class %? of structures, whose inductive closure is reached 
after finitely many stages in every structure in W. There is a positive L-multi- 
operator Y such that 
Comparing Theorem III to Theorem II, we obtain here the inductive 
definability of more complex relations, but we need positive occurrences of 
universal quantification. We will return to the proof of Theorem III 
momentarily. 
If Y is a global k-ary operator over a class % of structures, then its 
complement, 
lYlk - YV. 
- Y, is the global operator over q defined by ( - Y)” =of 
An immediate corollary of Theorem III is 
THEOREM IV. Let @ be an inductive global L-operator over a class $? of 
structures, whose inductive closure is reached after finite1.v many stages in 
every structure in W. Then the complement -@” of @” is definable by 
simultaneous induction on a positive global L-multi-operator. 
Moreover, Y is defined from @ using only operator-application and first- 
order operations. 
Proof: - @” = {x: x 6 v x}, by Theorem III, where + q is as 
required. 1 
THEOREM V (Immerman). If a global relation over finite structures is 
definable in FO + LFP, then it is definable by a single fixpoint applied to a 
first-order formula. 
Proof By induction on the length of the FO + LFP formula defining 
the global relation. The basis is trivial. The induction step uses Lemma 4 
for A , v , V, and 3, Lemma 3 for the tixpoint operator, and Theorem IV 
for negation. 1 
Proof of Theorem III. The proof is only a minor modification of the 
proof of Theorem II. Let Y be the positive 5-operator whose inductive 
closure, ( <, 4, i 1, K, $ ), satisfies the following tixpoint equivalences: 
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x 4, y E In(x) 
A lcp[lAU K x,l~u<~x](y) 
A (cp[iu<x, AU 4 x](y) v Last(x)), 
where 
In(x) = cp[Au<x, iu K x](x), 
Last(x) = Vz ((p[%u<.u, Au K x](z) 
v -lcp[lh 7q x, lnu$x](z)) 
x K y = 32 (x Y$ ; 4, y) v cp[0, U](y) v Empty., 
where Empty. = V/M! 1 q[0, U](w) 
We show, for R E { <, <, <, , K, $ >, that, for all JJ and all x, 
xR’“y iff XRY. (*I 
The proof of the backward direction is as for Theorem II. The forward 
direction is proved, again, by induction on 1~1. The induction basis is 
unchanged. The only difference for the induction step is the case for < i. 
Assume x <;” y with Jyl =k+ 1, so 1x1 = k. We show each of the three 
conjuncts in the clause for x <, y. 
Since XE@~ (because 1x1 G I@I), we have go[lu -XV-~, lu KVx](x). By 
induction assumption u < q x iff u 4 x, and u K ‘p x iff u K x. So cp [Au < x, 
ilu K x](x), i.e., In(x). 
Since 1x1 < lyl we have 7cp[lu -Cq x, ih -Cq x](y), i.e., 
1 (p[ 1 Au 4 ‘p x, 1 lu < q x]( y), which implies, by induction assumption 
as above, lcp[llu K x, ~~u<x](v). 
Finally, we know that 1 yJ d 1x1 + 1. Consider two cases. First, suppose 
that y E @“, i.e., Jyl d )@I. Then cp[Au 4” x, iAu <“x](y), i.e., 
cp[lu <‘+‘x, lu *q x](y). So, by induction assumption, cp[lu<x, 
;lu $ x](y). Otherwise, 1x1 = 1 @I, so all elements generated at stage 1x1 + 1 
are already generated at stage 1x1: 
Vz(cp[lu <qx, lh <'p x](z)v lcp[h <VP, 1Izu =g'px](z)). 
This implies, by induction assumption, 
Vz(cp[Au<.x, lh4<X](Z) v lcp[lAU g x, lnu<x](z)), 
that is-Last(x). In either case, the last conjunct of the clause for x <i J 
holds. 1 
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The property Last above is akin to a similar property used by 
Immerman (1986) in proving that inductive fixpoints are closed, over finite 
structures, under complementation. 
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